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Abstract— This paper is on I2C protocol following master 

controller. All I2C bus are compatible devices incorporate an 

on-chip interface which allows them to communicate directly 

with each other via an I2C bus. I2C Master bus design 

concept solves many interfacing problems encountered when 

designing digital circuits. This paper implements I2C (Inter-

Integrated Circuit) master bus controller for interfacing low-

speed peripheral devices using field programmable gate array 

(FPGA). The I2C master bus controller interfaced with slave 

device Real Time Clock (MAXIM DS 1307). The interface 

module was designed using VHDL. The design was 

synthesized using Xilinx ISE and implemented on FPGA.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the world of serial data communication, there are protocols 

like RS-232, RS-422, RS-485, SPI (Serial peripheral 

interface) and Micro-wire for interfacing high speed and low-

speed peripherals. These protocols require more pin 

connection in the IC (Integrated Circuit) for serial data 

communication to take place, as the physical size of IC has 

decreased over the years, we require less amount of pin 

connection for serial data communication. USB/SPI/Micro-

wire and mostly UARTS are all just ‘one point to one point’ 

data transfer bus systems. They use multiplexing of the data 

path and forwarding of messages to service multiple devices. 

To overcome this problem, the I2C protocol was introduced 

by Phillips, which requires only two lines for communication 

with two or more chips and can control a network of device 

chips with just a two general purpose I/O pins whereas, other 

bus protocols require more pins and signals to connect 

devices. 

The I2C (Inter-Integrated Circuit), is referred to as 

I-squared-C, I-two-C or IIC. TheI2C bus uses two bi-

directional signals, one as the serial clock (SCL) line and 

other as the serial data (SDA) line. Each device connected to 

the bus has a unique address used to identify the device in 

communication. The protocol is comprised of a set of 

conditions to establish or terminate communication. 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram of Proposed System 

II. LITERATURE REVIEWS 

The I2C bus was developed in 1982 by Philips 

Semiconductors. Its original purpose was to provide an easy 

way to connect a CPU to peripheral chips in a TV-set. 

Peripheral devices in embedded systems are often connected 

to the MCU as memory-mapped I/O devices, using the 

microcontroller's parallel address and data bus. This results in 

lots of wiring on the PCB's to route the address and data lines, 

not to mention a number of address decoders and glue-logic 

to connect everything. In mass production items such as TV-

sets, VCR's and audio equipment, this is not acceptable. In 

these appliances, every component that can be saved to 

increased profitability for the manufacturer and more 

affordable products for the end customer. Further, lots of 

control line implies that the system is more susceptible to 

disturbances by Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) and 

Electrostatic Discharge (ESD). The research done by Philips 

Labs in Eindhoven (The Netherlands) to overcome these 

problems resulted in a 2-wire communication bus called the 

I2C bus. I2C is an acronym for Inter-IC bus. Its name literally 

explains its purpose: to provide a communication link 

between Integrated Circuits. Today, the I2C bus is used in 

many other application fields than just audio and video 

equipment. The bus is generally accepted in the industry as a 

de-facto standard. The I2C bus has been adopted by several 

leading chip manufacturers like  ST Microelectronics, 

Infineon Technologies, Intel, Texas Instruments, Maxim, 

Atmel, Analog Devices and others[1]. 

The bus protocol which manages the 

communication between the ICs within a system and between 

the systems is called the Inter-IC bus or I2C bus. In the world 

of multiple application based product, it is mandatory to have 

multiple devices connected to a system, this includes 

peripherals following different communication protocols as 

well. This requirement gives rise to the need for an 

intermediate system which can act as a bridge between two 

or more devices. This is where I2C master protocol design is 

very useful. Today a system is connected to a number of 

devices and make the communication smooth and fast, I2C 

bus protocol is considered as one of the best serial 

communication protocol[2]. 

In this paper implementing I2C bus protocol for 

interfacing low-speed peripheral devices on FPGA[3]. It is 

also the best bus for the control applications, where devices 

may have to be added or removed from the system. I2C 

protocol[4] can also be used for communication between 

multiple circuit boards in equipment with or without using a 

shielded cable depending on the distance and speed of data 

transfer. The I2C bus is a medium for communication where 

a master controller is sending and receiving data to and from 

the slave DS1307. 
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III. PROPOSED WORK 

A. I2C Protocol 

I2C is a two-wire, bi-directional serial bus that provides 

effective data communication between two devices. The I2C 

bus supports many devices and each device is recognized by 

its unique address. 

B. SCL, SDA Lines 

The I2C bus physically consists of two active wire 

connections. The active wires are called SDA and SCL. SDA 

is a Bi-directional signal and a data line. SCL is unidirectional 

and a clock line. It is used to synchronize all data transfers 

over the I2C bus. The SCL and SDA lines are connected to 

all devices on the I2C bus. The I2C bus supports many 

devices and each device is recognized by its unique address. 

 
Fig. 2: Start and Stop condition of I2C 

The I2C bus is said to be idle when both SCL and 

SDA are at logic 1 level. When the master transmits data to a 

slave it begins by issuing a start sequence on the I2C bus, 

which is a high to low transition on the SDA line while the 

SCL line is high. 

C. Serial Data Communication 

The I2C bus has two modes of operation: 

1) Master transmitter and 

2) Master receiver. 

The I2C master bus initiates data transfer and can drive 

both SDA and SCL lines. Slave device (DS1307) is addressed 

by the master. It can issue only data on the SDA line. 

 
Fig. 3: Acknowledgement on the I2C Bus 

 
Fig. 4: Master Transmission Mode 

In a master transmission mode, after the initiation of 

the START sequence, the master sends out a slave address. 

The address byte contains the 7-bit data, which is 1101000, 

followed by the direction bit (R/W). After receiving and 

decoding the address byte the device output acknowledges on 

the SDA line. After the DS1307 acknowledges the slave 

address and write bit, the master transmits a register address 

to the DS1307 this will set the register pointer on the DS1307. 

The master transmits each byte of data with the DS1307 

acknowledgement of each byte received. The master will 

generate a stop condition to terminate the data write. 

In master receiver mode, the first byte is received 

and handled as in the master transmission mode. Serial data 

is transmitted on SDA by the DS1307 while the serial clock 

input is on SCL. START and STOP conditions are recognized 

as the beginning and end of a serial data transfer. The address 

byte is the first byte received after the start condition is 

generated by the master. The address byte contains the 7-bit 

DS1307 address, which is 1101000, followed by the direction 

bit (R/w). After receiving and decoding the address byte the 

device inputs acknowledge on the SDA line. The DS1307 

then begins to transmit data starting with the register address 

pointed by the register pointer. If the register pointer is not 

written before the initiation of a read mode, the first address 

that is read is the last one stored in the register pointer. The 

DS1307 must receive a “not acknowledged” to end a read. 

D. MAXIM DS1307 

The DS1307 supports a bi-directional, two-wire bus and data 

transmission protocol. The pin assignment of DS1307 is 

given in figure.6. The DS1307 operates as a slave on the two-

wire bus. figure.7 shows the interface connection of I2C bus 

in Spartan 3E with the DS1307 RTC chip. 

 
Fig. 5: Master Receiver Mode 

 
Fig. 6: Pin Assignment of DS1307 

 
Fig. 7: DS1307 connected to two wire data bus 
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IV. I2C BUS WORKING PRINCIPLE 

The I2C master controller is designed using VHDL in HDL 

based on Finite State Machine (FSM). FSM is a sequential 

circuit that uses a finite number of states to keep track of its 

history of operations. Based on the history of operation and 

the current input, FSM determines the next state. 

A. Algorithm 

 State1: In idle condition, an I2C bus doesn’t perform any 

operation (SCL and SDA remain high). 

 State 2: In start condition master initiates data 

transmission by providing START (SCL is high and 

SDA is from high to low. 

 State 3: Slave address - write: master sends the slave 

address write (11010000) to the slave. 

 State 4: If the slave address matches with the slave, it 

sends an acknowledgement bit in response to the master. 

 State 5: 8 Bit Register Address will be transmitted to the 

slave. Again acknowledgement is sent to the master by 

the slave. 

 State 6: Data to be transmitted is sent to the slave by the 

master. After receiving the data, slave acknowledges the 

master. 

 State 7: Stop condition: Slave sends a stop bit to the 

master to terminate the communication (SCL is high and 

SDA is from Low to high). For performing a read 

operation, write operation is performed first and then 

read operation is done. Slave address for a read is 

11010001. (State 7 will not be performed for a read 

operation) 

 State 8: Master transmits slave address for a read 

operation to the slave. 

 State 9: Master receives the data from the slave and 

acknowledges the slave. 

 State 10: Master sends a STOP bit to terminate the 

connection (SCL is high and SDA is from Low to high). 

 
Fig. 8: Flowchart for I2C master bus communication with a 

slave device 

V. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

Here the I2C bus protocol is designed using VHDL and 

implemented in Spartan 3E using Xilinx ISE. The simulation 

results are shown below: 

This schematic shows a representation of the pre-

optimized design in terms of generic symbols, such as adders, 

multipliers, counters, AND gates, and OR gates, that are 

independent of the targeted Xilinx device. Viewing this 

schematic may helpful for discovering design issues early in 

the design process. 

 
Fig. 9: RTL schematic diagram 

The below table shows the Xilinx Device Utilization 

Summary. The result shows that minimal resources are 

utilized in designing the I2C master as only 1% slices, 0% flip 

flops and 1% LUTs are utilized. 

A. Device Utilization Summary 

 

 
Fig. 10: Floor planner 

 
Fig. 11: A single CLB 
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Fig. 12: Simulated output of the I2C master 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The result shows that minimal resources are utilized in 

Spartan 3E. The design process is simplified using VHDL to 

design the I2C bus protocol, I2C Master transmits and 

receives data to and from the DS1307 (RTC). So that low-

speed peripheral devices can be interfaced using I2C bus 

protocol as master. In future, this can be implemented in 

networks and an embedded system works in a single chip. 
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